Read Around Arrow Nation: 
A Summer Reading Adventure

Dear K-3 Students and Families,

Here at Ashland City Schools, we believe that reading is a fundamental skill for learning that needs nurtured to grow. We invite you to choose your own reading adventure this summer!

Adventure One: #arrowsummerselfie Write the title of the book you or your child read. Take a picture with a completed Summer Shelfie paper and use the hashtag #arrowsummerselfie. You may also return the paper the first week of school for a prize.

Adventure Two: #arrowreader Beginning July 13th you will be able to Read Around Arrow Nation. You will follow a QR code to get a map to different places around Ashland. This is a great family activity to get out and explore. You will scan the QR code at the location to hear books read by some of your favorite people in Ashland. Post pictures with the #arrowreader for your chance to win prizes. Use a bit.ly Google Form to track your progress.

Adventure Three: Summer Reading Challenge. Color a block for each challenge you complete. You can take a picture and use the #arrowreader or return the paper the first week of school for your chance to earn prizes.

Complete all three adventures to be entered into a drawing! Thank you for helping us grow lifelong readers!